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 Message from the President 

Dear Reader
We are entering the holiday season at the end of the year on
the Gregorian calendar. This is a time to slow down and value
relationships. Sadly, we mourn the passing of another great
scholar this month, John Friend. Visit the remembrance page
on ISSS.org for more detail.
To me November was also a month of relationship building.
Sometimes one tends to look beyond the obvious when first
trying to find like-minded people. I have a relationship with the
ISSS group from 2012 and with other international systems
scientists from 2001. However, this month I have joined the
South African Chapter of ENCOSE, and I’ve formed wonderful
relationships with people less than 100 miles from me.  I have
also attended one day of the online conference of the Systems
Dynamics of South Africa. Again, I concluded that the
assumptions I had made about system sciences in South Africa
was at least partly incorrect. I have also met other academics
through connections with new ISSS members in South Africa
doing Systems work in a variety of fields. To my new South
African systems friends reading this, thank you for welcoming
me into your community. I have already discussed plenary talks
at next year’s conference with some of you. Refer to the
conference update below.

I also value my relationship with my friends Down-Under.
Although, I have not yet  been to Australia or New Zealand, I
always feel appreciated in our virtual discussions. I hope that
many of you will be able to make the trip to my world!

We have welcomed a substantial number of new members recently. New members bring new
ideas and progress in our thought processes. A few weeks ago, we listened to new member Ian
Glendinning on the systems landscape and this Saturday we are honoured to listen to new
member P A Cook. New member, Richard Knowles is scheduled present in January.   Refer to
more detail on the upcoming in December below.
Greetings
Roelien 

 Conference News 
ISSS, 67th Annual Conference

featuring
 A STiP Workshop for Everyone!

The conference planning is on track, although we experience a slight delay in the opening of the
registration process. I’m hopeful to have it up and running soon.  
After careful planning, we have decided to combine the planned PhD Workshop and the Main
Conference into one event for our PhD students. We further widen the audience of this workshop
beyond PhD students, to include all seeking to develop their systems practice skills. The purpose
of this course, led by professor Ray Ison, is to develop your STiP (Systems Thinking in Practice)
skills in contextualizing your research or professional practice, to make connections among
issues using systems thinking. This will improve your ability to work both strategically and
purposefully in relation to transformations. After two dedicated days before the start of the main
conference, we will have special sessions during the conference to continue your development
and practice as well as a requirement to provide feedback to the conference based on your
learning from a group-based systemic inquiry process as well as a requirement to provide
feedback to the conference based on your learning from a group-based systemic inquiry
process.

We created a support fund for pensioners and students who are not able to afford the trip.
At the payment stage of the registration, everyone will be able to make a donation
towards this support fund. Please consider a donation - even $20 makes a difference!  If
you cannot afford the trip, please send a request to president@isss.org . We want to help,
but if you do not ask we will not be aware that you need us! A committee will manage the
fund shortly after registration closes on 15 March.

We will publish a special edition of the newsletter with detailed guidance once we open the
registration system. 

The excitement is building for this event; even the animals are on the look-out for us….

 Programme of Online Mini-Symposia 
The mini-symposiums are very informative and I want to thank the speakers for the effort they
make create a wonderful learning experience for all of us. In December we switch back to
Wednesdays (Thursdays in Aus and NZ), but before switch, we have one final session on
Saturday 3 December.

Saturday 3 December
P A Cook:  Bringing Chaos in From the Cold

Wednesday 7 December
Yiannis Laouris: Dialogic Design Science: A powerful sense-making and action-taking tool 
and Conference information session. Detail will be provided on the registration process

Wednesday 14 December
Bill Smith et al.: Concepts, Simplicity,  and Practice

We take a break after 14 December until 7 January which will be back on a Saturday for a
Cybernetics month.
More information on the talks are in the calendar on ISS.org. 

Saturday time zones for 3 December and again for January:
San Francisco:    7 AM on a Saturday
New York:           10  AM on a Saturday
London, UK:        3  PM on a Saturday
Central Europe:   4  PM on a Saturday
South Africa:        5 PM on  a Saturday
Sydney Aus:        2 AM on the Sunday
  
Wednesday/Thursday  time zones for 7 and 14 December:
San Francisco:   12  Noon on a Wednesday
New York:           3  PM on a Wednesday
London, UK:       9  PM on a Wednesday
Central Europe: 10 PM on a Wednesday
Sydney Aus        7 AM Thursday 

 January Theme: Cybernetics 

Members who selected “opt-in” would have seen an invitation to a Cybernetics workshop held
this week. As part of my intention to showcase the various perspectives of systems science, I
decided to make January a Cybernetics Month for our Saturday sessions. The details will be
published in the January Newsletter. I want to invite readers to give talks 90 minutes or 45
minute sessions in the field of Cybernetics and stories about cybernetics. Please email me
at president@isss.org.

Stuart Umpleby  has written many papers on Cybernetics in relation to System Sciences. A list of
his papers, including text, slides and videos are available at: Papers on Cybernetics and
Systems Science – Stuart Umpleby's Website (gwu.edu)

 A blast from the past 
The more things change

the more they stay the same

Have a look at this report from 1979. We only provide screen shots of the foreword. The
complete report is available at https://www.isss.org/admin2/filemanager/document.php?
d=7736794519517004111

 Welcome to our New ISSS Members 
We sent an email to all members who joined in 2022 and the following new members
participated in a fun question answer survey. We welcome you to the society. All new members
who received the invite to participate are welcome to submit their detail. We will feature every
month a few new members. Members select questions from a long list to tell us about
themselves. To join the ISSS simply go to ISSS.org/Register/

Wayne Wakeland

My name is Wayne Wakeland, In the 1970's I earned
engineering degrees at Harvey Mudd and a Systems Science
PhD at Portland State University in 1977. I worked in industry
for the next 22 years and also taught classes in the SySc
program. I am now Professor and SySc Program Chair. Here is
a link to my faculty webpage and my Selected Works. My email
is wakeland@pdx.edu

How did your interest in systems develop?

I studied systems in undergrad engineering classes and I was fascinated. But it was a college
class by a visiting professor called Engineering & Economic Systems that opened my eyes to the
idea of applying engineering approaches to larger societal issues; then, reading Limits to Growth
cinched it. I had to know more, so I did my graduate study in Systems Science. 

Are you interested in a specific field of systems thinking - which one?

System Dynamics, creating models, and computer simulation methods in general 

In which industry do you work and in which role?

Education: Professor and Systems Science Program Chair (I also worked in corporate planning,
materials mgmt, and IT)

What is your proudest accomplishment?

Keeping our little interdisciplinary SySc program alive and relatively independent.

Tell us about any pastimes or hobbies you have and how you got into them?

Motorcycles and music (enjoying, not creating). Both called to me from a young age. My mother
fostered my interest in music. 

Have you ever had a nickname and if so then what is it?

In college, I was nicknamed "Wheels" because of my motorcycles and my funky '56 Oldsmobile.

What song would you say best sums you up?

"Take your passion and make it happen" by Irene Cara on the Flashdance movie soundtrack 

 New Comteporary Systems Books in the Springer series 

New member Manel Pretel-Wilson gave a talk
during the open mic session of November.

The book develops a new world-hypothesis to
ground all science, from the physical to the
human sciences, that is already suggesting
itself behind the advancement of quantum
mechanics and Ashby’s cybernetics. In
particular, it shows how Einstein’s misgivings
about quantum mechanics boil down to his
persistence in defending the principle of
contiguity at the root of the modern cosmology
and it discovers Ashby’s unknown theory of
adaptive behaviour enabling a new synthesis
between physiology, psychology and ethology,
namely, Neo-cybernetics.

 Furthermore, this new “cosmology” comes with a new “anthropology” that informs Utopics, the
science of utopic systems, and sheds new light on the actual founding fathers of the domain of
human science.
 In particular, it provides an understanding of how our human world works and how it is being
constituted by utopic systems that look into the future to realize something possible. Finally, the
book demonstrates that the future unification of knowledge is logically possible.
https://openlibrary.org/books/OL31840066M/Utopics

The edited volume advocates for teaching
systemic ethics as a form of life-long learning
within nature’s classroom to support social and
environmental justice. This book also explains
critical systemic thinking as both an individual
and a collective responsibility through many
ways of knowing spanning the arts and
sciences to inspire creativity.
This volume contributes to theory and practice
by making suggestions as to how to re-frame
the content, structure and process of education
for transformation. This volume makes a case
for a more relational understanding of human
beings and other species. This volume also
explores a more integrated curriculum where
learners are given the opportunity to explore
many ways of knowing and learning to earn,
learn and grow a future through circular
economies, co-operatives and learning
communities. 

This book highlights how the models of sustainable development focus on education for
wellbeing in line with the UNESCO approach outlined in 2021 that emphasizes the systemic
nature of education rooted in protecting the environment and supported by the participation of
active global citizens.
This volume demonstrates transformation of our thinking and practice is overdue and calls for
changing the narrative through our standing together and redesigning systems of education to
prioritize a more holistic worldview that embraces the planet and living systems. The focus of this
volume is on values, perspectives and ways to make a difference through addressing a range of
practical concerns, such as: food, energy and water security.
Ontologically the editors' perspective is shaped by recognising kinship with nature, as expressed
by Indigenous custodians. Epistemologically the editors and contributors to this volume explore
ways to enhance education based on working across cultures and disciplines using a cross
cultural approach and mixed methodology. Axiologically the editors support the notion of
transformative research that promotes balancing non-anthropocentrism with an approach that
draws on Indigenous wisdom whilst addressing patriarchal notions through gender
mainstreaming.

Transformative Education for Regeneration and Wellbeing | SpringerLink

https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-981-19-3258-8

 News from the Book Club 
The book club membership has voted, and the winning books are:

• Sand Talk: How Indigenous Thinking Can Save the World by Tyson Yunkaporta
• Complexity: A Guided Tour by Melanie Mitchell
• The Origin of Humanness in the Biology of Love by Humberto Maturana Romesin and Gerda
Verden-Zöller
• The Embodied Mind: Cognitive Science and Human Experience by Francisco Varela, Even
Thompson, and Eleanor Rosch
We will read them in that order starting with our January 19 meeting.
For our December 15 meeting, we will be discussing a VSM application for support systems for
mothers in recovery in Ireland. Please join us!
If you have any questions or would like to be added to the book club email list (members only),
contact Marty Jacobs at marty.jacobs.sis@gmail.com
Happy reading!
Marty

.

 Upcoming Systems Conferences 

On-Line Conference: The Value of Systemic Thinking in Our VUCA World

VUCA (Volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity)

15 - 17  December, Athens, Greece

The 8th. HSSS National & International On-Line Conference. Hosted by the Hellenic Society for

Systemic Studies (HSSS), University of West Attica, Department of Finance and Accounting

(UWA). In collaboration with the UWA. www.confe.hsss.eu

No Fees for this On-Line Conference.

Call for Abstracts.  Abstract Submission up to 15th of November, 2022. Please submit to:

https://confe.hsss.eu/abstract-submission-2022/

Yours sincerely,

Professor Nikitas Assimakopoulos, HSSS President.

 Systems Science Events in December
Title

Metaphorum Webinar Series
Ten Synergetic Ideas for the VSM and Management Cybernetics Community - Olaf Brugman.
Thursday December 1st 5-6.30pm GMT
https://metaphorum.org/metaphorum-webinar-series

INCOSE
2022 INCOSE San Diego Mini-Conference
Saturday December 3rd 8.30am-4.00pm PT
https://www.incose.org/events-and-news/search-events/2022/12/03/default-calendar/2022-
incose-san-diego-mini-conference

INCOSE Systems Exchange Café: Oak Café
Soft System Methodology - discussion of use and usability
Wednesday December 7th 8-9am GMT
https://www.incose.org/events-and-news/search-events/2022/12/07/default-calendar/systems-
exchange-caf%C3%A9---oak-tree-caf%C3%A9

INCOSE
Simulation in the Automotive Industry: Driving Convergence to Electrification, Autonomous and
Connectivity
Wednesday December 7th  
https://www.incose.org/events-and-news/search-events/2022/12/07/default-calendar/simulation-
in-the-automotive-industry-driving-convergence-to-electrification-autonomous-and-connectivity

System Dynamics Society
Documenting The Modeling Process
Wednesday December 7th 11am-12pm EST
https://systemdynamics.org/event/documenting-the-modeling-process/

System Dynamics Society
T-SIG lecture series : Qualitative modelling as a participatory approach to transport system
analysis
Tuesday December 13th 1-2pm GMT
https://systemdynamics.org/event/t-sig-lecture-series-qualitative-modelling-as-a-participatory-
approach-to-transport-system-analysis/

INCOSE
13th CSD&M in Paris
December 15th and 16th 
https://www.incose.org/events-and-news/search-events/2022/12/15/default-calendar/13th-csd-m-
in-paris 

 Letter to the editor 
Please send letters to: Newsletter@isss.org

Dear Editors
Systems Thinking in Family Therapy

As a Systemic Family Psychotherapist, I have recently been developing connections with
systemic thinkers from other disciplines and have been fascinated by the similarities and
differences in our approaches. 
In my experience, most family therapists are unaware of systemic practices beyond their field. As
a result, I have been in discussions with board members of my professional body (the UK
Association for Family Therapy and Systemic Practice) about the possibility of holding a
conference that brings together family therapists and systemic practitioners/theorists
from other disciplines. 
This proposed conference will most likely be held in the UK in 2024 and be jointly hosted by the
AFT and a partner organisation with a strong systemic focus. The proposed title is Systemic
thinking and practice across disciplines:  What can we learn from each other?
Systemic thinking and practices are used in many contexts, from systemic family therapy,
management, leadership, community development, and child protection to international
development. Systemic disciplines use a wide range of theoretical sources to inform their
practice, and these have evolved over the past decades - often in remarkably disparate ways.
This conference intends to bring together systemic practitioners from diverse
backgrounds to share ideas and practices when there is an urgent need for systemic
approaches to address the current problems facing families, communities, nations and
the global ecosystem.
I would be grateful for your thoughts about this proposal and also if you would be kind enough to
discuss/share this with colleagues who may be interested in participating.
I hope this is of some help?
Best wishes
Hugh Palmer
hugh.palmer@sky.com

 Thanks to All Contributors! 

Editorial Team: Roelien Goede,  Michele Friend, Louise McCulloch, John Challoner

To make a contribution please download a copy of our submission form at
https://www.isss.org/isss-newsletters/ and email it to newsletter@isss.org
Past copies of our newsletter can also be found at https://www.isss.org/isss-newsletters/  
To receive this newsletter you must sign up on our main isss.org page under
"Newsletter  Sign Up". 
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